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Abstract
This paper presents a theoretical basis for global concurrency control to maintain global
serializability in multidatabase systems. Three correctness criteria are formulated to utilize the
intrinsic characteristics of global transactions at the global level to determine the serialization
order of global sub transactions at each local site. In particular, two new types of serializabiIity,
chain-conflicting serializability and sharing serializability, are proposed, and an optimal criterion
(termed hybrid serializability) combining these two basic criteria is discussed. These criteria
offer the advantage of imposing no restrictions on local sites other than local serializability
while retaining global serializability. The graph testing techniques of the three criteria are
provided as guidance for global transaction scheduling. In addition, the optimal aspect of
hybrid serializability defines the upper limit on global serializability in multidatabase systems.
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Introduction

Centralized databases were predominant during the decade of the nineteen-seventies, when many
diverse database systems were developed based on relational, hierarchical, and network models. As
applications arose that demanded increased cooperation between these systems, it became necessary

to consider methods for the integration of pre-existing database systems. The design of global
database systems must allow these diverse pre-existing database systems to be accessed in a unified
manner while at the same time not subjecting them to conversion or major modifications. A
multidatabase system (MDBS) is such a global database system.
The overriding concern of any MDBS is the preservation of local autonomy. Various aspects
of local autonomy, such as design, execution, and control, have been studied in [GMK88, BS88,
Pu88, Vei90], and their effects on multidatabase systems are discussed in [DEK90]. In essence,
a multidatabase system may not have the ability to fully modify, control, and have knowledge of
component database systems. For instance, a multidatabase system may have to deal with the
heterogeneity of local database systems. This autonomy distinguishes multidatabase systems from
traditional distributed database systems. Therefore, many of the early techniques developed for
distributed database systems are no longer applicable to multidatabase systems. New principles
and protocols need to be developed for multidatabase systems.
This paper is concerned with the issue of global transaction concurrency control. The goal
of concurrency control is to ensure that transactions behave as if they are executed in isolation.
Serializabilityl, the conventional concunency control correctness criterion, is adopted as the global
concurrency control correctness criterion. The difficulty of maintaining global serializability in
multidatabase systems has been evident in the recent literature [AGMS87, BS88. Pu8S, DE89J.
The integration of autonomous local database systems, each with its own concurrency controller
(or scheduler), into a multidatabase via a global concurrency controller inevitably gives rise to a
hierarchical structure of global concurrency control. At the lower level, local concurrency controllers
maintain local serializability at local sites, while at the higher level the global concurrency controller
maintains global serializability. These two levels are highly interrelated. Global subtransactions,
which will be defined precisely in Section 2, are received by the local concurrency controller and
treated as local transactions. The global concurrency controller, on the other hand, must reflect
the serializa.tion orders in a manner which is consistent with the local counterparts. In other words,
lIn this paper, serializability refers to conflict serializability [Pap86].
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the serializa.tion order of global subtransactions in a local concurrency controller must somehow
be reflected or inherited by the global concurrency controller. Thus, the most fundamental issue
of global serializability is whether and how the global concurrency controller can determine the
serialization order of global subtransactions at each local site without violation of local autonomy.
Some approaches to the above issue propose to relax global serializability theory and simplify
global concurrency control. These approaches, such as quasi-serializability [DE89] and two-level
serializability [MRKS91], can maintain global consistency in restricted applications. For example,
the requirement of no value dependency among sites is allowed in quasi-serializability, and restricted
Read-Write models are employed in two-level serializability. Other methods impose special restrictions on local database management systems. These approaches, such as rigorous local schedules
[BGRS91] or strongly recoverable local schedules [BS92], have achieved same initial success. If the
pre-existing local transaction management systems satisfy these restrictions, then these theories are
applicable. The Optimistic Ticket Method (OTM) proposed in [GRS91] is the first to successfully
show that the serialization order of global subtransactions in a local site can be determined at the
global level without violation oflocal autonomy2.
In this paper, we provide a theoretical basis for global transaction scheduling to maintain global

serializability. In particular, we address the scenario in which the local. databases are required only
to ensure serializability. Specifically, we attempt to answer the following:

(i) What are the sufficient conditions for the global. concurrency controller to determine the
serialization orders of global subtransactions at local sites without imposing additional restrictions
on local database systems; and
(ii) What is the weakest sufficient condition on global transaction scheduling approaches.

We shall therefore seek to determine the maximum set of globally serializable schedules that can
be developed in an MDBS environment without violation oflocal autonomy. In general, the global
concurrency controller has no information about the local serialization orders, and the execution
orders of global subtransactions may differ from their serialization orders at local sites. It has been
pointed out [DE89, GRS91] that local indirect conflict is the major factor in these discrepancies.
Thus, the key to approaching the above two questions is the avoidance of the problems caused by
local indirect conflicts. This paper proposes the use of novel global scheduling criteria to achieve
~In [PuSS, ED90, MRB+92J, an approach which utilizes the information regarding serialization events or serial-

iza.tion functions contained in local concurrency control protocols is proposed to solve the problem. However, such
informa.tion may not be generally available.
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this goal. Two basic criteria for global transaction scheduling, chain-conflicting serializability and
sharing serializability, are introduced, and hybrid serializability, an optimal criterion which combines these two basic criteria, is proposed. The optimal aspect of hybrid serializability indicates
the maximum class of global schedules that may be generated at the global level to maintain global
serializability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system model,
defines the relevant terminology, and presents the background of the problem. Sections 3 and 4 discuss, in turn, the two basic criteria of global transaction scheduling, chain-conflicting serializability
and sharing seriaJizability. In Section 5, hybrid seriaJizability, which combines the features of the
two basic criteria, is analyzed, and its optimality is discussed. In Section 6, the present research is
compared with related work and the effect of failures on the global concurrency control theory is
investigated. Conclusions are set forth in Section 7.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we shall provide a precise definition of the system under consideration, introduce

basic notations and terminology, and discuss the background of the problem.

2.1

The System Model

An MDBS consists of a set of {LDBSi, for 1 5 i 5 m}, where each LDBSj is a pre-existing
autonomous database management system on a set of data items Dj, superimposed on which is a
global database management system (GDBS). Figure 1 depicts the model.
Global transactions

U?)

are submitted to the GDBS and then divided into a set of global

subtransactions which are submitted to the LDBSs individually, while local transactions (L) are
directly submitted to LDBSs. Furthermore, as stated in [GPZ86], global serializability cannot be
generally maintained in MDBSs if a global transaction has more than one subtransaction at a given
local site. Thus, we assume that each global transaction has at most one subtransaction at each
local site.
As a necessary assumption of global serializability, we also presume that the concurrency control
mechanisms of LDBSs ensure local serializability. However, no restriction is imposed on these
mechanisms.
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Figure 1: Conceptual multidatabase architecture

2.2

Notations and Terminology

For the elements of a transaction, we assume the availa.bility of fOUf basic operations: r(x), w(x), c,
and a, where c and a are commit and abort termination operations, a.nd rex) and w(a:) are read
and write operations in a local database. Two operations share with each other if they access the
same data item. Two operations conflict with each other if they are sharing operations and at

least one of them is a write operation.
A transaction is a partial order of read, write, commit, and abort operations which must spec-

ify the order of conflicting operations and contain exactly one termination operation that is the
maximum (last) element in the partial order. A more formal definition of a transaction can be
found in [BHG87, Had88]. A local transaction

Lij

is a transaction that accesses the data items at

a single local site LSi. A global transaction is a set of global subtransactions where each global
subtransaction is a transaction accessing the data items at a single local site. The global transaction Gj consists of a set of global subtransactions {Giill Gij2' ... , Giir} where the subtransaction

G iil (1 ~ I ~ r) is a transaction accessing LDBSil' A set y = {Gh···,Gn } contains those global
transactions that are submitted to the GDBS, and

Yk denotes the set of global subtransactions of

9 at local site LS1I:. A transaction Tj refers to either a local or global transaction, and 0 FTi denotes
the set of operations contained in T;.
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Two local transactions Ti and Tj conflict, denoted Tj .!:, Tj, if there exist conflicting operations
OJ

and

OJ

such that

0i

E OPT; and

OJ

E OPTj"

A schedule over a set of transactions is a partial order of all and only the operations of these

transactions which orders all conflicting operations and respects the order of operations specified
by the transa.ctions. A more formal definltion of a schedule can also be found in [BHGa7, HadaS].
A local schedule Sk is a schedule over both local transactions and global subtransactions which a.re

executed at the local site LSk. A global schedule S is the combination of all local schedules. A
globalsubschedule S9 is S restricted to the set g of global transactions in S. A lower case

8

refers

to either a local or global schedule.
We say that a schedule

05

is serial if the operations of different transactions in

3

are not in-

terleaved. We say that the execution of T 1 precedes the execution of T2 in the schedule
operations of T 1 are executed before any operation of T 2 in

3.
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and every operation

02

01 E

in schedule s. We denote T 1

T 1 and every operation

02 E

-<:0 T2

T2 ,

if all

Obviously, a total execution order

on transactions in a serial schedule can be determined. We denote
executed before operation

3

01 -<:0 ~

if operation

01

is

if, for transactions T 1 and

T2

in

01 -<:0 ~.

Let s be a schedule and C(3) be s restricted to the committed transactions in s. We say that 3 is
serializable if there exists a serial schedule
order of transactions in

8/

8'

and C(s) is (conflict) equivalent3 to s'. The execution

is a serialization order of

8.

Thus, a global schedule S is serializable if

and only if S is serializable in a total order on both committed global and local transactions in S.
We denote T 1

2.3

-<:r T2 if T1

precedes T 2 in the serialization order of s.

Global Serialization Theorem

Since a global schedule is the combination of all local schedules, the global serialization order must
inherit local serialization orders. On the other hand, the relative serialization order of the global
subtransactions of each global transaction at all local sites needs to be synchronized to maintain

global serializability [BS88].
Let 0 be a total order on transactions. We say that an order 0 1 is consistent with 0 if 0' is a
subsequence of O. We assume that a global sub transaction takes the same order symbol as that of
the global transaction to which it belongs. The following theorem states that a global schedule S
is serializable if and only if each local restriction of S is serializable and there exists a total order
JS ee the definilion given in [BHG87, Had88].
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o on the global transactions in 5

such that in ea.ch local schedule of 5, the serialization order of

its global. subtransactions is consistent with O.
Theorem 1 (Global serialization theorem) If S is a global schedule, then 5 is serializable if

and only if all 5k (k = 1, ..., m) are serializable and there exists a total order 0 on global transactions
in 5 such that for each local site LSk(1 :$ k ::; m), the serialization order of global subtransactions
in 5k is consistent with O.

Theorem 1 has been identified in [MRB+92]j its proof is given in Appendix A.
The above theorem shows that the maintenance of global serializability can be reduced to
synchronizing the relative serialization orders of global subtransactions of each global transaction
at all local sites. This further implies that the serializability of local schedules, on their own, is not
sufficient to maintain global serializability, since global subtra.nsactions in different local databases
may have different serialization orders.
Though Theorem 1 provides a necessary and sufficient condition to maintain global serializability, due to the constraints of local autonomy, the GDBS may not be able to generate all global
schedules satisfying this condition. Our research has sought to identify alternative correctness
conditions to be placed on global subschedules to provide sufficient conditions for the GDBS to
maintain global serializability without imposing restrictions on local sites.

2.4

Effects of Local Indirect Conflicts

In their early work [GPZ86J, Gligor and Popescu-Zeletin considered it sufficient to synchronize

the serialization orders of global subtransactions which conflict at local sites. It was generally
believed that non-conflict global subtransactions had no effect on global serializability. Later results
reported in [BS88, DE89] indicated that, due to local indirect conflicts, the execution order of global
subtransactions at a local site may not be consistent with their serialization order, even if they do
not conflict. The following example illustrates this situation.
Example 1 Consider an MDB5 consisting of two LDB5s on D 1 and D 2 , where data item a is in
D 1 , and b,c are in D 2 • The following global transactions are submitted:

G" w,,(a)r,,(b)
G2

: T 02 (a)w g2 (c)

Let L 21 be a local transaction submitted at local site L32 :
7

L 21 : wr.,,(b)wr.,,(c).
Let 8 1 and 8 2 be local schedules:

8 1 : w91 (a)r9 ,(a),

S,: wr.,,(b)r,,(b)w,,(c)wr.,,(c),
and S = {Sl,S2}.
G1

-+

Though the execution orders of global transactions in both local sites are

G 2 • the serialization order of 82 is C'l2

-+

L 21

-+

G 12 • The serialization order of global

stlbtransactions at local site LS2 is not comistent with their execution order, arising from the indi-

rect conflict of G 22 with G 12 (since wo,( c) conflicts with WLn (c) and WII2l (b) conflicts with Tgl (b».
Thus, even though the execution orders of the global subtransactions at all local sites are
consistent, they may differ from their serialization orders in local schedules because aflaca! indirect
conflicts. Consequently, global serlalizability is not maintained. Local indirect conflict is thus the

major factor in the difficulty of achieving global serializability in MDBSs. Unfortunately, it is
impossible to predict local indirect conflicts at the global level without violation of local autonomy,
since the GDBS has no knowledge of the submissions of local transactions.
This discussion of local indirect con.fl..ids indicates how the characteristics of local transactions
determine the serialization order of global subtransactions at local sites. Conversely, we observe
that the characteristics of global transactions can also indirectly effect the serialization order of local
schedules at local sites. For instance, if, in Example 1, G2 is instead defined as Tg2(a)wg2(c)W92(b),
then at local site LS2, after

W~I (b)rgl(b)

is scheduled,

W~l (c)

must be scheduled before w g2 (c) to

maintain local serializability. Hence, the correct schedule for S2 is:

S" wr.,,(b)r,,(b)wr.,,(c)w,,(c)w,,(b),
which implies G 1

-<;; G2 •

The existence of con.fl..ict between global subtransactions G 12 and G22

here imposes an indirect effect on local scheduling. As another instance, if, in Example 1, G2 is
instead defined as
T92 (b),

T g2 (a)T g2 (b)

and the execution of

T g1 (b)

at site LS2 precedes the execution of

then G1 -<~ G 2 will always be assured jn LS2 (note that G 2

-<;; G1 may be simultaneously

true), even though G12 and G22 do not conflict. This is due to the fact that there is no local
transaction L which can con.fl..ict with G 12 and G22 such that G2
these properties in detail in the next two sections.
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-<:;; L -<;; Gr.

We will discuss

3

Chain-Conflicting Serializability

In this sectioD, we investigate a correctness criterion on global subschedules which maintains the
execution order of conflicting operations of global subtransactions to be identical to the serialization

order of the global subtransactions at each local site. This criterion, termed chain-conflicting
serializability, provides a sufficient condition for the GDBS to synchronize the rela.tive serialization
orders of the global. sub transactions of each global transaction at all local sites without imposing
any restrictions other than requiring each LDBS to ensure local serializability.

3.1

The Principle

Definitions of chain·conflicting transactions and chain-conflicting serializable schedules will first be
provided. We will then show that, if global subschedules are chain-conflicting serializable, global
serializability is assured. No restriction other than local serializability is required at local sites.

Definition 1 (Chain-conflicting transactions) A set T of local transactions is chain-conflicting

if there is a total order Til , Ti~, ... ,Tin on T such that Th ,e, T h ,e, _.. ,e, Tin' A set y of global
transactions is chain-conflicting if there is a total order 0 on g such that for all k,t ~ k '5 m, Yk

is chain-conflicting in an order consistent with

o.

Example 2 Consider an MDBS consisting of two LDBSs on D I and D z , where data item a is in

D I , and b, c are in D 2 • Three global transactions are given as follows:

G" rg,(a)wg,(b)rg,(c)
O2

; wy~(a)

Os: rY ,3(a)rya (b)
where {GI ,G2 ,GS } is chain-conflicting in the order GI
conflicting order is Gs

--+

G2

--+

GI

•

--+

Gz

--+

G s - An alternative chain-

No other chain-conflicting orders exist. Note that G z does not

have a global subtransaction at local site L82 •
Note that TI ~ T2 ~ Ts may not imply TI ~ T s and that a set of transactions in which all
transactions are in mutual conflict is always chain-conflicting in any order.

Definition 2 (Chain-conflicting serializability) A schedule s is chain-conflicting serializable

if the set T of committed transactions in s is chain-conflicting in a total order 0 on T and
serializable in 0_
9

8

is

Definition 2 implies that chain-conflicting serlalizability is stronger than serializability; in other
words, chain-conflicting serializability implies serlalizability.
We will now illustrate the application of chain-conflicting serlalizability in an MDBS environment. We give the following main theorem first.
Theorem 2 Let S be a global schedule and 9 be the set of global transactions in 8. If Sa

IS

chain-conflicting serializable, then the local serializability of 8k (for k=l, ... ,m) implies the global
serializability of S.
The proof of this theorem relies on Lemma 1, which shows that the outcome of a concurrent
execution of transactions depends only on the relative ordering of conflicting operations [BHG87].
Lemma 1 If 01 and

serializable schedule

SJ

02

are conflicting operations of transactions T 1 and T 2 (respectively) in a

then

01 --<~o

02 if and only ifTI --<:r T 2·

Proof: (if) We need to show that T 1 --<:r T 2 implies
and 02 conflict, we must have
to S,

02

--<~:

01.

02

--<:0

01.

~:r

-<:0

01·

01 ,(~o 02.

Then, since

01

Hence, T1 ,(:r T2 ·
01

--<:0 02 implies T 1 --<:r T 2 . Similarly to above,

T2 • Then, since s is serializable, we must have T 2 --<:r T 1 • Since

any serial schedule !/ which is conflict equivalent to
02

02. Suppose

Thus, in any serial schedule s' which is conflict equivalent

(only if) Conversely, we need to show that
suppose T 1

01 -<~o

Consequently,

01 ~~o

3,

T2

01

conflicts

--<:: T1 , which implies 02 --<:: 01'

02.

02,

in

Hence,
0

We now apply Lemma 1 to the MDBS environment. Assume a global subschedule 8f) of global
schedule 8 is serializable in a total order 0 on g, and Gi E g precedes Gj E g in O. If, for integer
k (1 .::; k .::; m), G ik ~ Gjk and 0ik, 0jk are conflicting operations of G ik and Gjk, respectively,

then, by the uif" part of Lemma 1, 0ik -<;g 0jk. Consequently, at local site £8k, 0ik -<~: 0jk. If
8k

is seria.lizable, then, by the "only if" part of Lemma 1,

Gik -<~

Gjk. We have shown that

the conflicting characteristics of global transactions can indirectly affect the serialization orders of
global subtransactions in local schedules.
We now present the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof: Suppose 5g is chain-conflicting serializable in a total order Gill Gi~, .. " Gin on

g. Without

loss of generality, we assume that, at local site LSk (1 :$ k :5 m), Gilk, Gi~k,"" Gink exist. We
need to prove that, if 8k is serializable, then G ilk -<~; Gi~k -<~;
by induction on integer n:
10

... -<~;

Gink • The proof proceeds

n=l: Straightforward.

Suppose for n = j(> 1), Gi1 k -<~ Gi~k
Consider n =

i+1.

-<;; ... -<;; Gi;l: holds.

Since Gi; precedes Gi;+l in 0, Gi;k ~ Gi;+lk. If Oi;k and Oi;+lk are conflicting

operations of Gi;k and Gi;+lk' respectively, then, by the tlj,f" part of Lemma 1, Oi;k -<~g Oii+lk,
which is equivalent to Oi;l: -<~t O;;+lk. Then, by the "only if" part of Lemma 1, Gi;k -<~; G;+lk.
Thus, our induction proof shows Gilk
of global subtransactions in Sk (1

~ k ~

-<;;

Gi~k

-<;; ... -<;;

Gink. Hence, the serialization order

m) is consistent with O. Consequently, by Theorem 1, S

is serializable.

0

The fundamental concern of chain-conflicting serializability is to formulate the weakest conflicting relationship on global transactions such that the GDBS can indlrectly determine the serialization
order of global subtransactions at local sites without violation oflocal autonomy. We shall address
this issue more precisely in Section 5.

3.2

Graph Testing of Chain-conflicting Serializability

Following Theorem 2, global serializability can be achieved at the global level by controlling the
execution order of global transactions for a special class of global transactions which is chainconflicting. In addition, only conflicting operations need be ordered. A traditional graph-theoretic
characterization of chain-conflicting serializability for global transaction execution ordering is discussed below.
Let us first introduce the global transaction execution graph.
Definition 3 Let y be the set of committed global transactions in the global schedule S, 9 being

chain-conflicting in a total order 0 on g.

The global transaction execution graph of Sy in 0,

denoted GEGc(Sg), is a directed graph whose nodes are the global transactions in g and whose
edges are all the relations (Gj,Gj)(i ::f; j) such that Gi
in 0; or (2) at
Oil:

-<~t

L5l:

-+

Gj if and only if: (1) Gi precedes Gj

(1:5 k '$ m)J there exist conflicting operations Oil: E OPGik'

0jl:

E OPG;k and

0jl:.

Theorem 3 (Global execution theorem) Let 9 be the set of committed global transactions in

the global schedule S. Ify is chain-conflicting in a total order 0 on g, then Sf} is chain-conflicting
serializable in 0 if and only if GEG c(S8) is acyclic.
Proof; Let 5 = {51, 52, ... , Sm} be a global schedule and
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g be the set of committed global

transactions in S, and

g being chain-conflicting in a total order 0 of Gil' Gi~,· .. , Gin.

(if) Since GEGc(S8) is acyclic, it can be topologically sorted. Obviously, by the definition
of GEG e(S8), Gil,Gi~, ...,Gin must be the topological sort of GEG e(S8). Let S" be the serial
schedule Gil' Gi~, ..., Gin' We claim that SI) is conflict equivalent to S&. To illustrate this, let
OPi E OPGi and
OPi and

OPj

OPj

E OPGj' where Gi,Gj are committed global transactions in S. Suppose

conflict and

0Pi

-<~~

By the definition of GEG e (S8), Gi

OPj.

---i'

Gj is an edge in

GEGe(Sg). Thus, in S&, all operations of Gi appear before any operation of Gj, and in particular,
0Pi

-<;g OPj. In a. situa.tion comparable to the proof of the serialization theorem in [BHG87], SI) is

conflict equivalent to Sg. Hence, SI) is chain-conflicting serializable in O.
(only if) Let Sr; be chain-conflicting serializable in O. Let

which is conflict equivalent to Sr;. Consider an edge Gj
in 0 or there are two conflicting operations
it follows that Gi appears before Gj in

Oi,Oj

SQ'

---i'

Sb be a serial schedule Gh Gir ..Gin

Gj in GEGe(Sg). Either Gi precedes Gj

of Gi,Gj (respectively) such that

since

Sg

> 1). These edges imply that,

in

SQ'

-<~~ OJ. Thus,

is serial in 0 and conflict equivalent to Sq.

Let there be a cycle in GEGe(Sg) which, without loss of generality, is G 1
(r

0i

---i'

G2

---i' ••• ---i'

Gr

---i'

G1

G 1 appears before G2 which appears before G 3 which

appears ... before G T which appears before G 1 . Thus, the existence of the cycle implies that each
of G I , G2 , •• " GT appears before itself in the serial schedule

Sb, thus contradicting our assumption.

Hence, GEGc(S8) is acyclic.

0

A sufficient condition for global transaction scheduling to maintain global serializability in a
fa.i.lure·free multidatabase environment follows directly from Definition 3 and Theorem 3. That is,
the execution order of conflicting operations of global transactions must act in accordance with
the order of their chain-conflicting aspects. This condition is applicable to the global transaction
concurrency controller since, as we have indicated in the system model, the GDBS can control the
submissions of global transactions. Consequently, the execution order of global transactions can be
controlled at global level. We give an illustrative example below. The enforcement of chain-conflicts
on global transactions will be discussed in the next subsection, and the effect of failures on global
concurrency control will be discussed in Section 6.2.

Example 3 Consider an MDBS consisting of two LDBSs on D1 and D 2 • where data item a is in
D 1 • and b,c are in D 2 • The following global transactions are submitted:

G, : w,,(a)r,,(b)
G, : r,,(a)w,,(c)w,,(b)

12

which is chain-conflicting in the order G1 --+ G2 --+ Ga. Let L 21 be a local transaction submitted at
lorol site LS2 :
£21: wI",(b)wI",(c)

Let 5 = {5" 52} be the global schedule:
S1 : Wgl(a)r9~(a)wYa(a)

52: wI",(b)rg,(b)wI",(c)wg,(c)rg,(c)w.,(b).
Obviously, Sg is chain-conflicting serializable in the order G1 --+ G2 --+ G31 and 8 is serializable.
Note that, as long as the execution orders of conflicting operations of global subtransaetions are
controlled identically at both local sites, such as:

r,,(b) -<~ w.,(b)

then global serializability is always maintained, even if local sites produce different local serializable
schedules from the above. Local indirect conflicts will no longer create problems.
In GEG.:(SfGl.G~,G3})' we have:

,

Note that G12

l' Ga2 •

In the following schedule 8':

S~ : wYl(a)wY3(a)rY2(a),

5; :WI", (b)r" (b)r.,( c)wI", (c)wg,(c)w.,(b),
So

is serializable (not chain-conflicting serializable) in the order G 1

serializable.

3.3

--+

Ga

--+

G 2J but

S'

is not
0

Forcing Chain-Conflicts in Global Transactions

One advantage of chain-conflicting serlalizability is that it can be easily generalized to all global
transactions by forcing chain-conflicts in global transactions. For example, an elegant method,
termed the ticket method, is proposed in [GRS91]. The ticket method introduces a data item
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called ticket at each local site and requires each global subtransa.ction to access the ticket at its
site. Consequently, conflicts are created among all global subtransa.ctions which are executed at
the same site. The ticket method thus generates an instance which satisfies a strong condition of
the chain-conflicting property; that is, tickets cause the set of all global transactions to be chainconflicting in any order. A minor problem with the ticket method is that a local site may not be
willing to allow the creation of a ticket in its database.
An alternative method, which we will term the extra operation method, may be suggested to
circumvent this difficulty. Let Gik and Gjk be global subtransactions in local site LSk which do not
conflict. Chain-conflicts can then be simulated. Suppose Gik is executed before Gjk. If Gik and
Gjk have no conflict and the last operation of

Gik

is on data item x, then we append operations

rex) and w(x) to Gjk. Let Gjk denote G jk after appending these extra operations. Now Gik and
Gjk conflict with each other, and the effect on D k made by Gjk remains the same as that made

by Gjk. One advantage of the extra operation method is that it requires nothing from local sites.
In addition, the implementation of this method can be transparent to application programmers;
that is, the global concurrency controller can hide the details of implementing the enforcement of
chain-conflicts from application programmers.
The degree of difficulty of enforcing chain-conflicts on global transactions varies with the available interlace between the GDBS and the LDBSs. Most current research assumes the availability
of global transaction operations submitted by the GDBS to the LDBSs and that the completion of
these operations is acknowledged by the LDBSs to the GDBS [MRB+g2, BGMS92]. In such cases,
the extra operation method can certainly be implemented. In Section 5, it will be seen that the
insertion of update operations may be avoided.

4

Sharing Serializability

In this section, we investigate another correctness criterion of global subsebedules, one which maintains that the execution order of the sharing operations of global subtransactions is identical to
their serialization order at each local site. This criterion, termed sharing serializability, provides
another sufficient condition for the GDBS to synchronize the relative serialization orders of the
global subtransactions of each global transaction at allioca.l sites.
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4.1

The Principle

The definitions offully sharing transactions and sharing serializable schedules will first be provided.
We will then show that, if global subschedules are sharing serializable, global serializability is
assured. No restriction other than local serializability is required at local sites.
Let DT denote the set of data items that transaction T accesses.
Definition 4 (Fully sharing transactions) A set T of local transactions is fully sharing if there
is a total order Til' Ti~, .. " Tin on T such that DT;l ~ DT,'1. ~ ... ~ DTi n

transactions is fully sharing if there is a total order
fully sharing in an order consistent with

'

A set 0 of global

a on 0 such that for all k,l ~ k

~

m J Ok is

o.

The fully sharing relationship of transactions is defined with respect to all data accessed by
transactions exclusive of types of operations. A set of transactions may be chain-conflicting but
not fully sharing, or it may be fully sharing but not chain-conflicting. In Example 2, {Gl,G2 ,Gd
is fully sharing in the order G2

--4

G3

--4

Gl . There is no other alternative fully sharing relation.

The execution order of sharing operations of transactions can also determine the serialization
order of the transactions, as expressed in the following lemma:
Lemma 2 Assume that T l and T 2 are transactions in a serializable schedule s such that DT1

If, for all sharing operations

01

E 0171 ,02 E OPT'1.I

01

--<:0 02, then T]

--<~,.

~

DT'1..

T2 •

Proof: (1) IT Tl and T2 con.fl..ict, then since conflicting operations must access common data, there
exist conflicting operations 01 E OPT], 02 E OPT'l'

01

--<:002. Hence, Tl --<:,. T2 follows from Lemma

1 j otherwise
(2) IT T l and T2 do not con.fl..ict, then we need to prove that there is no transaction T' which
conflicts with

Tb

and consequently also conflicts with

T2

(since DT1

~ DT~),

such that T 2

-<:,.

T' --<:,. T].
The proof proceeds by contradiction. Suppose we do have a transaction T' which conflicts with

Tl and T 2 such that T 2 --<:r T' --<~T Tl • Since DT1 ~ DT~, an operation ofT' which conflicts with Tl
must also conflict with T2 . Without loss of generality, let

0b 0',

and 02 be conflicting operations of

T], T', and T2, respectively. By Lemma 1, we have 02 --<:0 0' --<:0 01, contradicting the assumption

o
We shall now introduce sharing serializability.
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Definition 5 (Sharing equivalence) Two global subschedules Sy and
and S' are said to be sharing equivalent, denoted Se

=" S&,

Sg

of global schedule S

if they have the same operations of g,

where 9 is fully sharing in a total order 0 on g and if Gi precedes Gj in 0, then for each integer

k (1

~ k ~ m)

and all sharing operations

E OPG;Ir.,ojk E OPGjl<'

Oil.

-<.~g

Oil.

0jk and Oil.

-<~g

0jk.

Definition 6 (Sharing serializability) A global subschedule S9 is sharing serializable if and only
if C(Sr;;) is sharing equivalent to a serial global subschedule.

Note that sharing serializability is stronger than serializabiIitYi that is, sharing serializability
implies serializability.
In Example 2, a global subschedule Sf} = wg2(a)rga(a)rgl(a)r03(b)rOl(b)rgl(c) is sharing serial-

izable in the order G2

--t

Gs --t G1 •

We shall now illustrate the application of sharing serializability in an MDBS environment,
addressing first the the application of Lemma 2.
Assume a global subschedule Sg is sharing serializable in a total order 0 on g, and
precedes
OPGjlr.'

Gj
Oil.

E 9 in O. H, for integer k (1

~

k ~ m), for all sharing operations

-<~g 0jk, then at local site L8k,

Oil.

-<.;;

Oil.

Gi

E9

E 0 PGil<' 0jk E

0jk. If Sk is serializable, by Lemma 2,

-<~::Ir. Gjk. We have shown that the sharing characteristics of global transactions can indirectly

Gil.

affect the serialization order of global subtransa.ctions in local schedules.
Our major theorem is the following:

Theorem 4 Ld 8 be a global schedule and 9 be the sd of global transactions in S. If Sg is sharing
serializable, then the local serializabilUy of 8 10 (for k=l, ... ,m) implies the global serializability of gi.

Proof: Suppose 8f) is sharing serializable in a total order 0 of

Gil' Gi2' ... , Gin

of generality, we assume that, at local site L8k (1 ~ k ~ m),

1055

need to prove that, if

5k

is serializable, then

Gill. -<~t Gi2k -<~:

on g. Without

Gilk,Gi2k,···,Gink

... -<;;

Gink.

exist. We

The proof proceeds

by induction on integer n:

n=l: Straightforward.
Suppose for n = j(> 1), Ghk -<~t
Consider n = j

+ 1.

Since

Gij

OPGijlr.,OiHlk E OPG'j+llr.' Oijk -<.~g
Gijk

-<.~:

Gi 2 k

-<~:

precedes
Oij+lk,

... -<~~
Gij+l

Gijk

holds.

in 0, then for all sharing operations

which is equivalent to Oi;k -<~;

G j +1 k.

4A simila.r theory can be propounded using the relationship
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D Til

2 D Ti2 2···2

DTin'

Oij+1k.

Oijk

E

By Lemma 2,

Thus, our induction proof shows Gilk -<~~

Gi';lk

-<~~

... -<~; Gink.

Hence, the serialization order

of global subtransactions in Sk (1 ::; k ::; m) is consistent with O. Consequently, by Theorem 1, S

o

is serializable.

The fundamental concern of sharing serializability is to seek alternative properties of global
transactions other than conflicts such that the GDBS can indirectly determine the serilization
order of global subtransactions at local sites without violation of local autonomy. The feasibility
of this approach is to he further explored.

4.2

Graph Testing of Sharing Serializability

Following Theorem 4, global seriallzability can he achieved at the global. level by controlling the
execution order of global. transactions for a special class of global transactions which is fully sharing.
In addition, only sharing operations need he ordered. This criterion shows that the serialization

order of global. subtransactions at a local site can he determined at the global level without requiring
that the global subtransactions be conflicting. Note that both classes of global. subschedules that
satisfy chain conflicting serialization or sharing serializability are not disjoint.

A traditional graph· theoretic characterization of sharing serializability for global transaction
execution ordering is discussed below.
Let us first introduce the global transaction execution graph.
Definition 7 Let

g=

{G 1 ,G2 ,"',Gn } be committed global transactions in the global schedule S,

with g being sharing serializable in a total order 0 on g. The global transaction execution graph of

So in OJ denoted

GEG~(S~),

is a directed graph whose nodes are the global transactions in Sand

whose edges are all the relations (Gi, Gj)(i #- j) such that Gi

--+

Gj if and only if: (1) Gi precedes

Gj in 0; or (2) at LSk (1::; k ::; m), there exist sharing operations 0ik E OPGikl
0ik

0jk

E OPGjk and

-<f: 0jk·

Theorem 5 (Global execution theorem) Let 9 be the set 0/ committed global transactions in

the global schedule S. If 9 is fully sharing in a total order 0 on V, then Sf} is sharing serializable
in 0 if and only if GEG~(58) is acyclic.
Proof: Let 5 = {51, 52, ..., Sm} he a. global schedule and 9 be the set of committed global transactions in S, with V being fully sharing in a total order 0 of Gil' Gi'l' .. " Gin'
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(if) Since GEG~(S8) is acyclic, it can be topologically sorted. Obviously, by the definition
of GEG~(S8), GipGi'l, ...,Gin must be the topological sort of GEG~(S8). Let Sa be the serial
schedule Gil,Gi2, ... ,Gin. We claim that Sy is sharing equivalent to

S[;. To illustrate this, let

0Pi E OPG; and OPj E OPGj' where Gi,Gj are committed global transactions in S. Suppose OPi
and 0Pj share with each other and 0Pi -<~g apj. By the definition of GEG 3 (S8), Gi

--+

Gj is an

edge in GEG~(S8). Thus, in Sg, all operations of Gi appear before any operation of Gj, and in
particular, OPi

-<~g OPj. By Definition

5, Sy is sharing equivalent to SQ. Hence, Sg is sharing

serializable in O.

(only if) Let Sy be sharing serializable in O. Let S" be a serial schedule GitGi'l ... Gin which
is sharing equivalent to SQ. Consider an edge Gi --+ Gj in GEG~(S8). Either Gi precedes Gj in

o or there are two sharing operations Oi,Oj

of Gi,Gj (respectively) such that OJ -<~g OJ. Thus, it

follows that Gi appears before Gj in Sg, since SQ is serial in 0 and sharing equivalent to Sg. Let
there be a cycle in GEG 3 (S8) which, without loss of generality, is G 1

--+

G2

--+ ••• --+

Gr

--+

G1

(r > 1). These edges imply that, in SQ' G 1 appears before G2 which appears before G3 which
appears ... before Gr which appears before G1 . Thus, the existence of the cycle implies that each
of G 1 , G2 , •• " Gr appears before itself in the serial schedule

SO' thus contradicting our assumption.

Hence, GEG3 (S8) is acyclic.

0

Similarly, a sufficient condition for global transaction scheduling to maintain global serializability in a failure-free multidatabase environment follows directly from Definition 7 and Theorem 5.
That is, the execution order of sharing operations of global transactions must act in accordance
with the order of their fully sharing property. The following example illustrates this result.
Example 4 Consider an MDBS consisting of two LDBSs on D 1 and D 2 , where data item a is in

D I , and b,c are in D 2 • The following global transactions are submitted:

G1 : w,,(aJrg,(b)
G, : rg,(a)wg,(c)rg,(b),
which is fully sharing in the order G 1

--+

G 2 • Let L 21 be a local transaction submitted at local site

LS,:
L,1: wL,.(b)rL,.(c)
Let S = {S" S,} be the global schedule:

Sl : w gt (a)r9':l(a),

S,: wL,,(b)r,,(b)rL,,(c)wg,(c)rg,(b).
18

ObuioU81y, Sr; is sharing serializable in the order G1

--io

G 2 , and S is serializable. Note that G12

and G 22 do not conflict. However, as long as the execution orders of sharing operations of global
subtransactions are controlled in the order:

r,,(b) -<~ r,,(b)
then the global serializability is always maintained, even if local sites produce different local serializable schedules from the above. Local indirect conflicts will no longer create problems. In

GEG,,(SfG1 ,G2 })' we have:

@~--_.@

4.3

Forcing Sharing Operations in Global Transactions

The extra operation method can also be utilized to enforce the fully sharing property on all global
transactions, requiring only the insertion of retrieval operations. In this regard, sharing serializability is simpler and more efficient than chain-conflicting serializability. Though the application of the
fully sharing property to global transactions may sometimes bmden them with long appendices,
these will always be finite, since the data items in a local database are finite. In the next section,
we will show that such exponentially increasing appendices can be reduced automatically when the
fully sharing property is merged with the chain-conflicting property. Nevertheless, more elegant
approaches need to be investigated. At this point, use of the fully sharing property alone does not
appear to offer the GDBS significant assistance toward the preservation of global serializability.

5

Hybrid Serializability

We shall now discuss hybrid serializability, a. correctness criterion which exhibits characteristics of
both chain-conflicting and sharing serializability. The application of the hybrid property to global
transactions offers an optimal condition for the GDBS to indirectly determine the serialization
order of global subtransactions at a local site without imposing restrictions on or requiring any
information from that local site other than local serializability.
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5.1

Hybrid Serializability

The definitions of hybrid transactions and hybrid serlalizable schedules, presented below, clarify
the manner in which they effectively combine the best features of chain-conflicting serializability
and sharing serializability.

Definition 8 (Hybrid transactions) A set T of local transactions is hybrid if there is a total
order Tip Ti21' ", Tin on T such that Tit (>Ti2 (> .•. (>Ti n where (> E {~,~, ,2}5. A set 9 of global
transactions is hybrid if there is a total order 0 on g such that for all k,t:::; k

~ ffl,

OJ; is hybrid

in an order consistent with O.
The operations that determine the hybrid property on global transactions are termed hybrid
operations.

Definition 9 (Hybrid equivalence) Two global subschedules Sg and
S' are said to be hybrid equivalent, denoted S9

=h

So of global schedule Sand

SQl if they have the same operations of g, where

g is hybrid in a total order 0 on g and, for any Gi preceding Gj in 0, the following conditions are
satisfied for all integer k (1
• if Gik
and

:;..

0ik

• if Gik ~
0ik

S

-<eg

~

k

~

m):

Gjk in 0, then for all conflicting operations
S'

-<eg
Gjk
0ik

0jk,o

or

(or

Gik

and

0ik

2
S'

-<.eg

Gik)

0ik

E 0 PGik 1 0jk E 0 PGjk I

in 0 , then for all sharing operations

0ik

0ik

-<.~g

0jk

E OPGik' 0ik E OPGjkl

0ik·

Definition 10 (Hybrid serializability) A global subschedule Sg is hybrid serializable if and only
if C(Sr:;) is hybrid equivalent to a serial global subschedule.
Following the properties of chain-conflicting and sharing serializability, hybrid serializability is
stronger than serializabilitYi in other words, hybrid serializability implies serializability.
We will now illustrate the application of hybrid seria.lizability in an MDBS environment.

Theorem 6 Let S be a global schedule and g be the set of global transactions in S. If Sa is hybrid
serializable, then the local serializability of Sk (for k=l, ... ,m) implies the global serializability of S.
5We consider that::' has a higher priority to be chosen than £; (or 2). That is, if two transa.ctions T; and Tj have
both T; ::. Tj and T; £; (or 2) Tj properties, then T; ::. Tj will be chosen in the hybrid ordering instead of T; £; (or
2) Tj. Both!'; and 2 have the same priority.
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The proof of this theorem is comparable to that of Theorem 2 and 4 and is therefore omitted
here.
The fundamental thrust of hybrid serializability is the illustration of mixed features of transactions to maintain global. serializability. This formulation of hybrid serializability possesses several
novel features which will be discussed in the following subsections.
Following Theorem 6, global. serializability can be achieved at the global level by controlling the
execution order of global transactions for a special class of global transactions which is hybrid. In
addition, only hybrid operations need be ordered.

A global transaction execution graph of Sg in an order 0 (on g) for hybrid serializability,
denoted GEGh(S8), can be defined by combining the conditions set forth in Definition 3 and
Definition 7. A similar global execution theorem can also be derived assuming that the set g of
global transactions is hybrid in an order. Rather than reiterating these formulations, we provide
the following illustrative example:
Example 5 Consider an MDBS consisting of two LDBSs on D l and D2' where data item a is in

D l , and b,c are in D 2. The following global transactions are submitted:
Gl

:

w91 (a)r91 (b),

G 2 : r,,(a)w,,(c)r,,(b),

G3 : r93(a)r9J(c)r9J(b),
G" : w9t (a)r9t (c),

G", where at local site LSlJ Gn ~ G 21 ~ G 31 ,!;.. G4l
and at local site LS2, G 12 ~ G 22 ~ G32 2 G42 . Let L 21 be a local transaction submitted at local

which is hybrid in the order Gl

--+

G2

--+

G3

-+

site LS2:
1;21:

wL,,(b)rL,,(c).

Let S = {Sl' 52} be the global schedule:

SI : w91(a)r92(a)r9J(a)wgt(a),

S2 : wL" (b)r" (b)rL" (c)w,,( c)r,,(ch,(b)r,,(c)r,,(b).
The global subschedule Sf; is hybrid serializable in the order Gl

--+

G2

--+

G3

--+

G4, and S is serial-

izable. Note that, if the execution order of key operations which determine the hybrid relationships
among global tmnsactions are maintained:
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Tg1(b) -<~ Tg2 (b)
Wg2 (C)

-<;;; Tg3 (C) -<~

Tgt(C)

then global serializability is always maintained, even if local sites produce different local serializable
schedules from the above. Local indirect conflicts will no longer create problems. In GEGh(S8),
we have:

o
In summary, hybrid serializability can be maintained by holding the execution order of hybrid

operations of global transactions consistent with the order of their hybrid property. Thus, global
concurrency control is actually simplified. With this basis, it is only necessary to enforce the hybrid
property on global transactions, an issue which will be addressed in Section 5.3.

5.2

Optimality

Part of the attractiveness of hybrid serializability stems from our interest in defining all possible
globally serializable schedules that can be determined without violation of local autonomy. Its
efficacy in achieving this result is illustrated in the following discussion.
A property P of global transactions is defined as optimafJ if there is no other property that is
strictly weaker than P. We say that a. property PI is weaker than a property P2 if a set of global
transactions that satisfies P2 also satisfies Pli that is, if P2 implies Pl. A property PI is strictly
weaker than a property P2 if PI is weaker than P2 and if P2 is not weaker than Pl.
We claim that the application of the hybrid property H of global transactions to global transaction scheduling provides an optimal condition for the GDBS to indirectly determine the serialization
order of global subtransactions at a local site. That is, no other property is strictly weaker tha.n H
and allows the GDBS to indirectly determine the serialization order of global subtransactions at a.
local siter . This is formally proven in the following theorem:
similar definition has been suggested in [Wei89].
7Note that, if P is strictly weaker than H, then there exists a set of global transactions that satisfies P and does

6A

not satisfy H.
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Theorem 7 (Optimal condition) For systems llSing the methods described in this paper, the

hybrid property of global transactions is an optimal condition for the GDBS to indirectly determine
the serialization order of global 8ubtransactions at a local site without imposing any restrictions on
or requiring any information from local sites other than local serializability.
Proof: Let local concurrency controllers generate only locally serializable schedules. The proof
proceeds by contradiction. Suppose the hybrid property H of global transactions is not optimal.
There then exists a property P of global transactions that is strictly weaker than the hybrid
property, and the serialization order of global subtransactions at a local site is determined at the
global level by controlling the execution of the global transactions. A generic counter-example
shows, however, that such a property does not exist.
Suppose that, at a local site LSk, a set

(h of global subtransactions satisfies P and does not

satisfy H. Let Glk and G2 k be two global subtransactions in Ok that are not hybrid in any order.
We have Glk

1- G 2 /n DGa

g DGn

and DGu ~ DG2k • Then, there exist two different data items

x and y, such that Glk accesses x and does not access y, and G2 k accesses y and does not access

x. We construct a local transaction Lkl : w( x )w(y). The local concurrency controller at LSi: may
produce the following locally serializable schedule:

s, : w(z)G"G"w(y)
Note that Sk is conflict equivalent to G2kW(X)W(y)GIk since Glk does not conflict with G2k and

w(y) and G 2 k does not conllict with G lk and w(x). Then, 5k is serializable in the order G2 k
Lkl

--+

--+

Gu. On the other hand, the local concurrency controller may produce the following locally

serializable schedule:

s, : G"w(z)w(y)G"
Then, Sk is serializable in the order G lk ---+ Lkl

-+

G 2k. Consequently, the serialization order of

the global subtransactions responds dynamically to the interactions of the local transaction, even
though the execution order of global subtransactions remains consistent in both cases. Hence,
the hybrid property provides an optImal condition for the determination of the serialization order
of global sub transactions at a local sIte without imposing any restrictions on or requiring any
information from local sites other than local serializability.
The generality of the above counter-example also implies that, for any set of global

transac~

tions which is not hybrid, the serialization order of its subtransactions at a local site may not be
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determined at the global level. Hence, the hybrid property is also the only weakest property with
which we are concerned.

0

Therefore, no other property of global transactions can be strictly weaker than the hybrid
property and can be applied as a sufficient condition for the GDBS to indirectly determine the
serialization order of global subtransactions at a local site without imposing any restrictions on or
requiring any information from local sites.
As thus defined through the above novel feature of the hybrid property, hybrid serializability,
therefore encompasses the maximum set of globally serializable schedules that can be determined
without violation of local autonomy. Hybrid serializability articulates the theoretical feasibility of
global serializability in the MDBS environment. The optimal condition presented above implies
that hybrid serializability defines the upper bound on the set of globally serializable schedules that
can be generated without violation oflocal autonomy. However, an efficient protocol to implement
this approach still awaits development.

5.3

Forcing the Hybrid Property in Global 'I'ransactions

As pointed out earlier, the chain-conflicting and fully sharing properties present the drawback of
appending unnecessary updating operations or exponentially increasing appendices of extra retrieval
operations. By combining the best features of these two properties, the hybrid property not only
presents an optimal formulation but also offers a novel approach to compensating for the weakness
of both previous methods. This is illustrated as follows:
Suppose we enforce the hybrid property on general global transactions by a particular orders.
We append extra retrieval operations only if no hybrid order can be found between two global
subtransactions. TheBe appendices may render a subtransaction unwieldy, but they also increase
the likelihood that it will conflict with or to be fully sharing with (;2) the following subtransaction.
Therefore, no extra operations may need be appended to the following subtransaction. The problem
of exponentially increasing appendices is thus automatically avoided. The following example details
these concepts.
Example 6 Consider an MDBS consisting of two LDBSs on D 1 and D 2 , where data item a is in

D 1J and b, c, d are in D2. The following globally non-hybrid global transactions are submitted to the
BThiB may be either first-come-first-serve, which enforces a. hybrid order identical to the submitting order, or
best-fit, which groups the global tranJlactions and determines the most efficient hybrid order.
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G, : w,,(a)r,,(b)

G,: r,,(a)r,,(c)
G,: r,,(a)r,,(d)
G,: wg.(a)rg.(b)
G, : r,,(a)w,,(b)
After appending extra retrieval operations in first-come-first.serve order, we get:

G, : w,,(a)r,,(b),

--

G,: r,,(a)r,,(c) r,,(b) ,
increasing appendices

appended

G,: r,,(a)r,,(d)r,,(b)rg,(c),
~

appended

G 4 : w9t (a)rY t.(b),

} redu.cing appendices

(is : T y5 (a)tD y5 (b),
which is hybrid in the order G1
)G31

,z. G.n

---+

G2

-10

G 3 ---+ G4

-+

::.. C S1 • and at site £82, G12 ~ G 22 ~ G 32

Gs, where, at site LS11 Gn .!:. G 21 ~ (or 2

2 G42

~ G 52 •

0

Typically, the phases involving increasing and reducing appendices alternate, thus avoiding the
spectre of exponentially increasing appendices. Furthermore, no extra upda.ting operation needs to
be appended to global transactions.
The extra. operation method is presented here only as a. theoretical vehicle to illustra.te the
possibility of generalization of the hybrid property to all global transactions. A detailed analysis
of the enforcement of the hybrid property on global transactions is eschewed in lieu of a formal
treatment of global concurrency control. As mentioned earlier, it is possible to enforce the hybrid
property in a manner which appears completely transparent to application programmers. Details
regarding the enforcement of the hybrid property of global transactions and the maintenance of the
hybrid serializability of global subschedules will appear elsewhere.

6

Related Issues

In this section, other issues of interest will be discussedj in particular, the relationship of hybrid

serializability to other suggested approaches and its adaptability to failure-prone multidatabase
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environments.

6.1

Relationship to Other Work

Many approaches have been proposed to the problem of global concurrency control in MDBSs.
Among these, two-level serializability [MRKS91] and quasi-serializability [DE89] characterize two
correctness criteria for global schedules which maintain global consistency without imposing any
restrictions on local sites. In this section, we compare the present work with these two correctness
criteria.
Both two-level serializability and quasi-serializability relax global serializability to a certain
degree. Informally, a global schedule S is two-level serializable if S restricted to each local site
is serializable and S restricted to the set of global transactions in S is also serializable. A global
schedule is quasi-serial if and only if it is serializable when restricted to each local site and there is
a total order of its global transactions such that, if Tj precedes Tj in the order, all operations of T;
are executed before those of Tj in each local schedule; and a global schedule Sis quasi-serializable
if it is equivalent to a quasi-serial. schedule of the same set of transactions. Although both criteria
simplify the problem of global concurrency control, they can only maintain some degree of global.
consistency in certain restricted applications.
Let 1-£ denote the set of all possible global schedulesi 2LSR denotes the set of two-level serializable global schedules; QSR denotes the set of quasi-serializable global schedulesj SR denotes the
set of serializable global. schedules; CCSR denotes the set of serializable global schedules in which
the global subschedules of the global schedules are chain-conflicting serializablej SHSR denotes the
set of serializable global schedules in which the global subschedules of the global schedules are
sharing serializablej and HSR denotes the set of serializable global schedules in which the global
subschedules of the global schedules are hybrid serializable.
As stated in [MRKS91] and [DE89], 2LSR is a superset of QSR, and QSR is a superset of SR.
As pointed out earlier in this paper, HSR is a subset of SR and a superset of both CCSR and SHSR.
There is no inclusive relationship between CCSR and SHSR. Note that the set of global schedules
generated by the Optimistic Ticket Method (OTM) [GRS91] is a subset of CCSR. Figure 2 depicts
the relationships among these different types of global schedules.
IT the set of all global transactions submitted at the global level 1s chain-conflicting, the problem of global transaction scheduling is further reduced to maintaining the serializability of global
transactions in a certain order. This is a sufficient condition for two-level serializability, which then
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All global. schedules
2LSR
QSR
SR
HSR

Figure 2: The relationships among 2LSR, QSR, SR, HSR, CCSR, SHSR, OTM
maintains global serializability. Thus, enforcing hybrid property on global transactions simplifies
the problem of global concurrency control and global serializability is still retained.

6.2

Effects of Failures on Global Concurrency Control

The proposed criteria for global schedules have been defined in a manner appropriate to an environment involving transaction and other failures. That is, only committed global transactions are
considered. Since any uncommitted global transaction may abort or a system failure may cause
such transactions to abort at local. sites, resubmission of aborted global transactions may result in
an execution order of global transactions which is different from their original execution order. An
irremedially non-serializable schedule may therefore be produced. The following example illustrates
this situation.
Example 7 Consider an MDBS consisting of two LDBSs on D 1 and D 2 where data item a is in

D 1 at LSI, and c is in D 2 at LS2. The following global transactions G 1 and G 2 are submitted:
G1 : Tg1 (a)r91 (c)

G 2 : w9~(a)w9~(c)
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Let S = {S" S,} be tbe globa.lscbedule:

8 1 : Tg1 (a)

wg~(a) cgz 1 ~
failure

82

: T g1

(e)

w92 (c)

C012 C022

That is, for some reason global subtransaction G n :

T 01

(a) is aborted before it commits. It

cannot therefore be re-executed without rendering the global schedule S non-serializable. Note
that, in this case, there is even no local transactions to be considered in S.

0

Thus, a protocol for hybrid serializability in a failure-prone multidatabase environment must

take into a.ccount the effects of failures and be able to recover from such effects. It follows from this
that the commit order of globalsubtransactions must be consistent with their serialization order.

A uniform theory of global concurrency control and failure recovery ensues. Moreover, this theory
must be compatible with the preservation of atomicity of global transactions. A detailed analysis of
global concurrency control in failure-prone environments and of atomic commitment can be found

in [EJK91, ZJ93J.

7

Conclusions

To date, there has been no theoretical study of the maintenance of global serializability through
global transaction scheduling in the MDBS environment. Existing approaches to global concurrency
control in MDBSs either relax the serializability theory or impose restrictions on local concurrency
control mechanisms. In this paper, we have proposed three global transaction scheduling criteria to
maintain global serializability without imposing any additional restrictions on LDBSs other than
local serializability. These three criteria are chain-conflicting seriaJizability, sharing serializability,
and hybrid serializability.
We have therefore:
• Formally proposed and proved a theory of global concurrency control for maintaining global
serializability in multidatabase systems without placing any additional restrictions on local
sites other than local serializabilitYi and
• Indicated the upper limlt on global serializability while maintaining local autonomy.
As an outgrowth of these criteria, we have shown that global serializability can be ensured at
the global level by utilizing the intrinsic characteristics of global transactions. The mixed structral
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features of the hybrid property of global transactions determines a sufficient condition for the GDBS
to synchronize the serialization orders of global transactions at all local sites without violation of
local autonomy. Moreover, global concurrency control is simplified by controlling the execution
order of the hybrid operations that determine the hybrid property of global transactions. We
have also shown that global concurrency may be limited if local autonomy is a major factor to be
considered in MDBSs.
Thus, the hybrid property of global transactions is considered to be the fundamental structural
feature of global transactions necessary for achieving global serializability without violation of local
autonomy. The central issue of global concurrency control therefore becomes the enforcement of
the hybrid property on global transactions. A ticket method [GRS91J is proposed to force conflicts
among all global transactions, thus generating a strong implementation of the hybrid property. An
extra operation method is also proposed in this paper to enforce the hybrid property on global
transactions. The extra operation method enforces the hybrid property on global transactions in
a manner transparent to application programmers. Protocols are currently being developed to
implement this method.
In order to implement hybrid serializability in a failure-prone multidatabase environment, the

commit order of global subtransactions must obey their serialization order. Moreover, preservation
of the atomicity of global transactions may be ensured through atomic commitment protocols. The
results of these investidations are presented elsewhere.
In summary, hybrid serializability formulates the maximum set of globally serializable schedules
to be determined in MDBSs without violation oflocal autonomy, thus clarifying the potential limits
of the global concurrency controller within the constraints of local autonomy.
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Appendix A
The proof of Theorem 1:

(if) Assume that there exists a total order 0 on global transactions in S, and for every loca! site

LSk(l

~

k :5'; m),-the serialization order of global 5ubtransactions in 51; is consistent with O. We

COBstruct the serialization graph Be for 5, denoted SG(S), a.s a directed graph whose nodes are
the transactions in S and whose edges are all Ti

--+

Ti( i

':fi j) on both global and local transactions,

such that one of Tj's operations precedes and conflicts with one of Tj's operations in S. We need

to prove that SacS) is acyclic [BHG87].

Suppose there is a cycle in SG(S). Without loss of generality, let the cycle be T1

Tk

--+

--+

T2

---+ ••• -+

TI(k > 1). These edges imply that in 5, T 1 appears before T 2 • which appears before T 3• which

appears· .. before Tk. which appears before T 1. Since each local subschedule of S is serializable
and there is no conflict between local transactions at one site and local transactions (or global
subtransactions) at another site, there must be a set of global transactions {Gil' Gi2 , .• " Girl

{T1 ,T2 ,···,T1<J such that Gil precedes Gi 2 , Gi2 precedes Gi3 ,
therefore no total order on global transactions such that

Gil

"',

~

Gi r precedes Gil' There is

precedes Gi 2 , Gi 2 precedes Gi3' "',

Gi r precedes Gil at the same time. This is contradictory to our assumption. Hence, SG(S) is
acyclic. By the serialization theorem given in [BHG87], S is serializable.

(only if) Assume that S is serializable in a total order O. Then, for each local site LSI; (1
k ~

~

m), the serialization order of SI; is consistent with O. Let 0' be 0 restricted to the global

transactions in S. Consequently, the serialization order of global sub transactions at each local site
LSI; (1 ~ k ~ m) is consistent with 0/. Hence, we prove the theorem.
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